Abstract. -In previous papers, we used a Markovian model to determine the optimal functioning rules of a distributed system in various settings. Searching optimal functioning rules amounts to solve an optimization problem under constraints. The hierarchy of solutions arising from the above problem is called the "first order hierarchy", and may possibly yield equivalent solutions. The present paper emphasizes a specific technique for deciding between two equivalent solutions, which establishes the "second order hierarchy".
INTRODUCTION
In our previous papers [2] [3] [4] [5] , we presented a stochastic model which allows a behavioral study of distributed computing, and we showed its usefulness. For example, thanks to our model, we solved the dining philosophers problem (cf. [9, 11] ) without taking left-handing and right-handing into consideration (cf. [4] ). Similarly, we settled in [5] , the Multiway-Rendez Vous problem raised in [10] . Thanks to it, we also proposed in [2] , an "identikit" of the configurations of sites to which corresponds a degree of efficiency for the functioning of some fault-tolerant distributed routing algorithms (e.g. [12, 13] ).
On the other hand, our model is based on the interconnection of finite Markov chains (each one representing a distributed process having only one acyclic ergodic class of states and possibly transient states), and it differs from the other models (see [1, 6, 8] ) since it handles a formal specification of distributed systems through local consideration. It makes it possible to determine the optimal functioning rules of a distributed system. Searching optimal functioning rules amounts to optimize a "guide function" under constraints: we use a function involving the mean recurrence times of ergodic states and the mean sojourn times within transient states starting from another transient state. The hierarchy of solutions arising from the above problem is called the "first order hierarchy" (abbreviation for "first order conditional moment hierarchy"), which may possibly yield equivalent solutions. The aim of our present paper is to emphasize a special technique for deciding between two equivalent solutions, which establishes the "second order hierarchy" (abbreviation for "second order central conditional moment hierarchy"). verifies the previous relations, we will write for short; we will also call it a functioning rule or solution to the choice problem of functioning rules for the network. Now, the problem of choosing functioning rules inevitably raises the following question: which criterion can we decide on to provide a functioning rule preference over any other? We propose the following answer: according to the context, we define a "guide function" mapping the real -tuple 1 N into ; the role of is to "guide" the working of the system. Searching optimal functioning rules amounts to an optimization process (maximization or minimization) of the guide function under constraints.
A functioning rule is said to be optimal if and only if the corresponding maximizes (resp. minimizes) when the optimality criterion is maximization (resp. minimization). In such a case, a functioning rule is said to be better than a functioning rule 0 if and only if 0 (resp. 0 ). Subsequently, an optimal functioning rule (if any) is obviously better than a functioning rule which is not optimal.
Two solutions and 0 are said to be equivalent if and only if 0 . Any functioning rule such that maximizes (resp. minimizes) when the optimality criterion is minimization (resp. maximization) is a bad rule. Obviously, every functioning rule which is not bad (it is then said advisable) is better than a bad functioning rule.
FIRST ORDER HIERARCHY
In order to be more concrete in the choice of the guide function, we consider the following mathematical objects (where the left upper index still indicates the -th process):
On the assumption that we deal with ergodic states, let k ii , denote the mean time to reach the state 0 , starting from the state . This mean time may be regarded as the conditional expectation of the random number k i , of transitions before entering 0 for the first when starting from the initial state , viz.
In the particular case when Since we assumed that there is only one acyclic ergodic class (with or without transient state), we know that How can we decide between two equivalent solutions and 0 ? The above question has already been answered in [3] by studying a particular problem (performance evaluation of distributed routing algorithms and construction of a fuzzy set of solutions). Therefore, following the work in [3] , we use conditional variances, i.e. second order central conditional moments.
The idea is as follows: the variance expresses the dispersion of values around the mean, thus, between two equivalent solutions and 0 according to the first order hierarchy, we decide and prefer the solution with "globally" smaller conditional variances. The meaning of the world "global" is highly dependable on the context. Yet, we usually deal with sums of conditional variances; thus, the criterion of preference establishes a second hierarchy, which will be called the second order hierarchy, because it arises from conditional variances, i.e. from second order central conditional moments. The computation of variances is different according to whether states are transient or ergodic. According to the two cases:
1. When the computations deal with ergodic states, the conditional variances 2 k i k 0
are given by the matrix k
where k is given by (2), k sq results from k by squaring each entry, and where k k dg results from k k by setting off-diagonal entries equal to 0. 
APPLICATIONS
Here are two examples of applications: the first exemple uses ergodic states and the second one uses transient states.
Example 1
In order to propose a kind of "identikit" of the configurations of sites providing a good functioning of a type of distributed algorithms in [3] , we use our stochastic model as follows. We consider a network of Markov processes with five states (where state 2 is the waiting state and state 3 is the updating state); the transition matrix of the -th processor is
It is easily seen, that each of these Markov processes has only one acyclic ergodic class {1,2,3,4,5} and has no transient state. Our criterion of choice (detailed in [2] ) is that the updating state should appear the more frequent possible, and the waiting state, the less frequent possible. This defines the guide function : 
where k ii denotes the term in the diagonal of the matrix k given by (4) . In other words, is said to be better than 0 iff (globally) the sum of the conditional variances corresponding to is strictly smaller than the one which corresponds to 0 .
Here are the analytic expression of k 22 and k 33 :
Note that the analytic study of k 22 and k 33 is not easy, and hence, it is not possible to give directly the analytic expression of an optimal solution in the second order hierarchy. By contrast, a simple programming software easily computes a numerical comparison through inequality (7) for deciding between two equivalent solutions and 0 (equivalent in the sense of the first order hierarchy).
Example 2
In the deadlock problem, (studied in [4] ), good functioning properties are given. We use our stochastic model as follows: the model is a network of Markov processes with four states (active, idle, terminated, blocked) where the transition matrix of the th processor is The ergodic class is the singleton {4} and the transient class is the set {1,2,3}. In the present problem, k k k . The matrix k ; which is the restriction of k to the transient states, is here
Here, the criterion of choice amounts to act on the sum to be maximized under the above constraints. As we shown in [4] , there are no best solutions, but there exits a set of advisable solutions, which complementary set is the following set of bad solutions:
is the equivalent set (in the sense of the first order hierarchy) of solutions , one has to turn to the second order hierarchy to decide between them. As the criterion of choice in the first order hierarchy introduces the mean sojourn times in all transient states, (starting from the state 2), formula (6) is used in the second order hierarchy. More precisely, for the -th processor, the conditional variance of the sum of the sojourn random times in the states 1, 2 and 3 (from state 2) is given by the second term of the vector k 3 (given) in (6) . Let k 3 2 denote this term. We consider the expression N k=1 k 3
2 as an element of comparison; in other words, the solution As mentioned above, a simple programming software easily computes a numerical comparison for deciding between two equivalent solutions and 0 . 
CONCLUSION
Generating the first order hierarchy, our models allows a reasoned choice of solutions for the functioning of some distributed-algorithms. This choice by first order hierarchy, which possibly leads to equivalent solutions, is extended by second order hierarchy. Thus, we developped the necessary theoretical tools to the second order hierarchy, illustrated by the examples in Section 4.
Note that, the analytical comparison between two solutions in the second order hierarchy is not always possible. However, it could be easily done numerically by a programming software (i.e. Maple).
Other problems already studied by our model: namely the dining philosphers problem, the mutual exclusion problem, the multi-wayRendezvous problem, could be easily extended by using the same method (with adaptations to the various context) formalized in the present article.
